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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

1.1.1

Modelling Group Ltd has previously developed a base-year microsimulation model of the
A49 corridor for the area to the north of Warrington, surrounding the M62 junction 9. For
further

detailed

information

relating

to

this

exercise,

please

refer

to

‘MG0123_A49WarringCorridor_BaseModellingReport_v1.2.pdf’.
1.1.2

The aim of this model has been to provide a robust platform on which the proposed
development (Peel Hall) can be tested and impact upon the highway network assessed
in the future years 2022, 2027 and 2032.

FIGURE 1.1: NETWORK EXTENTS AND APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF DEVELOPMENT

1.2

Report Purpose

1.2.1

The following report summarises the methodology used to build and test the model, as
well as the results obtained to determine the comparative performance impacts of Peel
Hall Access Strategy A flows within the committed future year networks, as detailed
above.
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1.4

Report Structure
The report is structured as follows:

• Section 2: Methodology including information on the model development and scenarios
tested;
• Section 3: Model Performance including network performance statistics, queue lengths
and journey times; and
• Section 4: Summary and Recommendations.
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2

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Overview

2.1.1

The model extent used is consistent with the 2019 base model as highlighted in Figure
2.1.

2.1.2

Also consistent with the 2019 base year modelling, the 2022, 2027 and 2032 models are
modelled to cover a 2.5-hour period, for the AM and PM traffic peaks.

2.1.3

In the AM, this period covers 07:00-09:30, with an hour ‘warm-up’ from 07:00-08:00, and
a half-hour ‘cool-down’ from 09:00-09:30. In the PM, this period covers 16:00-18:30, with
an hour ‘warm-up’ from 16:00-17:00, and a half-hour ‘cool-down’ from 18:00-18:30.

2.1.4

The model has been developed using the same version of the software as used for the
validated base model (PTV VISSIM 11.00-12). Results have been output with a model
resolution of 5-time steps per second, as was used in the base model. The same random
seeds have also been used (starting from 5, increasing by 5 each run, for 10 runs).

FIGURE 2.1: VALIDATED 2019 MODEL EXTENTS
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2.2

Scenarios Tested

2.2.1

The scenarios tested in the model were:
• 2022 Do Minimum (Reference Case)
• 2022 Do Something (Full Development Scenario)
• 2027 Do Minimum (Reference Case)
• 2027 Do Something (Full Development Scenario)
• 2032 Do Minimum (Reference Case)
• 2032 Do Something (Full Development Scenario)

2.2.2

The flows for each scenario were provided by Highgate Transportation in the spreadsheet
‘Peel Hall Access Strategy A - Flow Diagram Spreadsheet - REISSUE 200120.xlsm’. The
flow diagrams within this were developed using the SATURN model (WMMTM16) outputs
provided by AECOM.

2.2.3

In order to ensure a fully transparent and traceable process in the conversion of these
flows into a useable format for entry into the VISSIM models, the matrices creation
module in LinSig 3 was used to develop Origin-Destination matrices for each vehicle type.

2.2.4

The current model area does not have any route choice, hence the choice of LinSig was
considered appropriate to evaluate the routing for both lights and heavies. A total of 15
different scenarios for Lights and Heavies have been processed. A skeleton model of the
area was constructed and turning counts were imported at each junction for validation
purposes.

2.2.5

Flow consistency checks were undertaken on the SATURN flow diagrams provided to
make sure that the number of vehicles leaving one junction were equal to the number of
vehicles entering the next one. It was concluded that the flow provided was consistent
and could be used for flow estimation in LinSig. Traffic data was processed by LinSig and
it was concluded that 100% of the GEH values for all scenarios were below a threshold
of 3.

2.2.6

The LinSig model has been provided for review as part of the final model submission for
Option A, and is detailed further in Appendix B.
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2.3

Network Development

2.3.1

Several changes have been made to the model network to reflect planned improvements
in the area. These include:
• A49 Newton Road/ Winwick Link Road Junction (Winwick Island) – Widening of the
northbound and southbound approaches on Newton Road, widening of the westbound
approach from Winwick Link Road including the creation of a segregated left turn lane.
Also included, is widening of the circulatory carriageway.
• A49 Newton Road / Delph Lane Junction – Additional lane for Newton Road northbound,
including widened exit merge.
• A49 Winwick Road/ Junction Nine Retail Park Junction – Widening of Winwick Road
northbound to facilitate a dedicated left turn lane into the retail park, Widening of Winwick
Road southbound to extend the existing dedicated right turn lane into the retail park.

2.3.2

Detailed drawings used to model junction mitigations are shown in Appendix E.

2.3.3

Additional changes were also made to remove some priority rules at the roundabout, as
it became apparent that the increase in overall traffic volume caused the network to ‘lock
up’ on some model runs, in a manner which was judged to be entirely unrealistic.

2.4

Traffic Compositions
As with the original models, three primary traffic compositions were used in the models:
Cars, LGVs and HGVs. However, when modelling the ‘Do Something’ scenario models,
additional development related traffic was added as a separate vehicle type, based on
the Cars composition.
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3

MODEL PERFORMANCE

3.1

Overview

3.1.1

The impact of the development on the local highway network has been assessed in 2022,
2027, and 2032, using the following model outputs:
• Overall network performance statistics; including average per vehicle delay/speed,
total network delay, latent demand;
• Average maximum & “average average” queue lengths at key junctions; and
• Average journey times and volumes along key routes.

3.1.2

All modelled scenario results are averaged over 10 random seed runs, to reflect daily
fluctuations in arrival patterns.
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3.2

Network Performance Statistics

3.2.1

This section summarises the network performance statistics. Network performance data
is split into two main types – average per vehicle data, and total network statistics (taken
over the peak hour).

3.2.2

Data is then further broken down as follows:
• Per Trip Average Per Vehicle Data:
•

Delay – defined as average time spent in a delay state (i.e. being held below desired
speed due to network conditions);

•

Stops – defined as the average number of times each vehicle comes to a full stop;

•

Speed – defined as the overall average speed per trip, in miles per hour;

•

Stopped Delay – defined as the average amount of time spent in an unwanted,
stopped state

• Total Network Data
•

Distance – defined as the total cumulative distance travelled by all vehicles
completing trips within the peak hour;

•

Travel Time – defined as the total cumulative travel time of all vehicles completing
trips within the peak hour;

•

Delay Time – defined as the total cumulative time spent in a delay state by all
vehicles during the peak hour;

•

Stops – defined as the total cumulative number of vehicle stops within the network
during the peak hour;

•

Stopped Delay – defined as the total cumulative amount of time spent in an
unwanted, stopped state by all vehicles during the peak hour;

•

Vehicles Active – defined as the total number of vehicles still active within the
network at the end of the peak hour;

•

Vehicles Arrived – defined as the total number of completed trips by the end of the
peak hour;

•

Latent Delay – defined as the total amount of delay stored outside of the network
(i.e. experienced by Latent Demand – see below, and therefore not counted in the
Delay Time statistic defined above) at the end of the evaluation interval;

•

Latent Demand – defined as the total number of vehicles (demand) stuck outside
of the network at the end of the evaluation interval (generally due to queueing and
delays).
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3.2.3

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the summary data for the AM and PM modelled peaks
respectively.

3.2.4

There are two or three primary links with congestion levels which tend to lead to latent
demand at the end of the peak periods (i.e. trapped outside of the network). These are:
• Golborne Road – in the morning peak, traffic struggles to access the A49 at this junction
due to the high volume of right turners (in and out) combined with the high volume of
northbound and southbound traffic on the A49 itself. If remedied, and using the detail found
in the error files as a guide (although it is worth noting that the error files only record latent
demand at the end of the model run – i.e. after the half-hour long cool-down period,
whereas the summary data in tables 3.1 and 3.2 is just for the actual modelled peak, but
only shows the total with no further detail) this could lead to as much 400-500 additional
vehicles entering the network in the AM 2032 Do Something model. In the AM 2032 Do
Minimum model, there is approximately 200 vehicles trapped outside of the network here.
This is despite this entry link being extended to approximately 2.5km from the junction.
• Sandy Lane West and/ or Cromwell Avenue – The signalised roundabout junction with the
A49 is a very congested junction in most future year scenarios. However, in the PM peak,
there is the added complication that there is a high proportion of right-turning traffic from
each of the approaches, as well as heavy ahead movements on all arms. This makes
balancing fixed-time plans very difficult. As the volumes on the A49 are so high, the
northbound and southbound traffic has to have a lot of priority, meaning traffic on either
Cromwell Avenue or Sandy Lane West, or both, struggle to get through the junction. In
2032, this results in some latent demand.
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TABLE 3.1: AM PEAK NETWORK PERFORMANCE STATISTICS SUMMARY

TABLE 3.2: PM PEAK NETWORK PERFORMANCE STATISTICS SUMMARY
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3.3

Queue Length Comparison

3.3.1

Average absolute maximum queue lengths (i.e. the average of the single largest queue
lengths to occur at any point during each of the seed runs), and “average average” (i.e.
the average of the queue lengths over the entire peak period, averaged for all seed runs)
have been analysed at the following junctions:
• A49 Newton Road / Winwick Park Avenue / Winwick Link Road
• A49 Newton Road / Delph Lane
• M62 Junction 9
• A49 Winwick Road / Birch Avenue
• A49 Winwick Road / Poplars Avenue
• A49 Winwick Road / A574 Cromwell Avenue / Sandy Lane West
• A49 Winwick Road / Junction NINE Retail Park
• A49 Winwick Road / Hawleys Lane / A50 Long Lane

3.3.2

Queue lengths have been extracted for comparison during the AM peak (08:00-09:00)
period and PM peak (17:00-18:00) periods.

3.3.3

When analysing the figures, it is worth noting that VISSIM collects queue lengths from a
given marker extending backwards along the link until it reaches another queue marker.
Hence, where there are junctions close together the queue lengths are capped at the
distance between the junctions. This can be misleading – as such, queue outputs should
be read in conjunction with journey time results to gain a full understanding of scenario
differences.

3.3.4

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 summarise the AM peak average and average maximum queue
comparisons respectively. There are some more notable increases to maximum queue
lengths for traffic on the eastbound off-slip from the M62 which are reasonably consistent
in all scenarios. When watching the model, it is clear this is just down to the slightly nonresponsive nature of the signal controller within the model, which has been created as a
fixed time controller. As a result, it is likely that the numbers shown very much represent
a worst-case scenario, as the signals onsite run under MOVA control. The queueing
vehicles are always well contained within the link stacking capacity (of approximately
315m within the model – maximum queue lengths are approximately 200m in all Do
Something scenarios).

3.3.5

To the south of M62 Junction 9, the worst impacts are seen on the Sandy Lane West
approach to the A49 Winwick Road / A574 Cromwell Avenue / Sandy Lane West
roundabout. There was a need to extend the link length for Sandy Lane West (from
approximately 300m in reality, to almost 1500m), in an attempt to get all traffic loaded into
the model.
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TABLE 3.3: AVERAGE AM PEAK HOUR QUEUE LENGTH COMPARISON
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3.3.6

The southbound movement on the A49 has the largest traffic volume and is very sensitive
to any increase in delay – even tiny changes to signal timings can quickly lead to queue
lengths reaching back to, and beyond, M62 Junction 9. As a result, Sandy Lane West
gets a disproportionate penalisation as a result of being the movement directly competing
for green time with southbound traffic on the A49.

3.3.7

There are steadily increasing average queue lengths for all traffic on the A49 northbound
and from A50 Long Lane at the southernmost junction within the model extents. This is
particularly true in 2032, where the comparative increase in average queue lengths is
approximately 50-125m on both approaches.

3.3.8

Tables 3.5 and 3.6 summarise the PM peak average and average maximum queue
comparisons respectively. In much the same way as with the morning peak models, there
are some more notable increases to maximum queue lengths for traffic on the eastbound
off-slip from the M62 which are reasonably consistent in all scenarios. The average queue
length increases are much lower though, and both are well contained within the link
stacking capacity (the largest maximum being ~250m in 2032, with a stacking capacity
of 315m for the link – although with all average measures being considerably lower, it is
unlikely that this happens often in the model.)

3.3.9

To the south of M62 Junction 9, there are also increases to average and maximum queue
lengths on the Sandy Lane West arm of the A49 Winwick Road / A574 Cromwell Avenue
/ Sandy Lane West roundabout. In much the same way as is found with the AM peak
models, the level of congestion and need to give the A49 priority at this junction make it
very difficult to assign enough time to the side arms, leading to high levels of queuing.

3.3.10

Further south, there are increases to average queue lengths for northbound traffic on the
A49 at the A49 Winwick Road / Hawleys Lane / A50 Long Lane junction, although the
queuing here does clear, as can be seen from the lack of any latent demand at the
southernmost end of the model.

3.3.11

Further details regarding queue length output data can be found in Appendix C.
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TABLE 3.4: AVERAGE MAXIMUM AM PEAK HOUR QUEUE LENGTH COMPARISON
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TABLE 3.5: AVERAGE PM PEAK HOUR QUEUE LENGTH COMPARISON
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TABLE 3.6: AVERAGE MAXIMUM PM PEAK HOUR QUEUE LENGTH COMPARISON
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3.4

Journey Times Comparison

3.4.1

Consistent with the base year modelling, average journey times have been extracted for
a single evaluation interval covering the peak hour for both the AM (08:00-09:00) and PM
(17:00-18:00) scenario models. The separate routes used for evaluation were as follows:

FIGURE 3.1: JOURNEY TIME SECTIONS ASSESSED

3.4.2

Table 3.7 summarises the average peak hour journey times for both northbound and
southbound traffic during the AM peak, for each future year scenario.

3.4.3

It is clear that for both northbound and southbound traffic travelling on the A49, there is
not any sort of statistically noticeable impact until 2032. Even then, the majority of that
impact happens on the northbound approach to one signalised junction – the junction
with the A49 / A50 – which may be at least partially a result of the signal controller setup
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TABLE 3.7: AM PEAK JOURNEY TIME COMPARISON

TABLE 3.8: PM PEAK JOURNEY TIME COMPARISON

3.4.4

Table 3.8 summarises the average peak hour journey times for both northbound and
southbound traffic during the PM peak, for each future year scenario.

3.4.5

In an effort to ensure that the comparison was fair, the same signal timings were used for
each peak/ year combination. In the PM peak, it is clear that the development has no real
impact on travel times along the A49 when this is the case.
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4

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1.1

Building on the 2019 Base Year Model, 2022, 2027 and 2032 ‘Do Minimum’ model
scenarios were produced to act as reference case models for the purposes of
comparison, with the aim of assessing the impact of traffic flow changes associated with
the proposed Peel Hall development.

4.1.2

The following ‘Do Something’, or ‘With Development’ scenarios, were compared to their
associated reference cases:
• 2022 Do Something (Full Development Scenario)
• 2027 Do Something (Part Development Scenario)
• 2032 Do Something (Full Development Scenario)

4.1.3

There are some relatively minor, steady increases to delay, queue lengths etc. as a result
of the growth in both background traffic and specific development related traffic. However,
there are some notable areas where higher levels of delay are apparent. These are
primarily the following locations:
• Eastbound M62 off-slip – this is likely an issue which could be partially, if not entirely solved
through proper revalidation of the MOVA dataset onsite. A better understanding of the
potential benefits could be achieved with more detailed modelling of the signals within the
VISSIM model (the junction still currently runs from the original models fixed-time signal
controller).
• Eastbound motorway diverge M62 – this is an issue in the AM peak scenarios, which
becomes more and more apparent as each layer of growth is added. The effect of the edge
of network delay is modelled as per the original AECOM model, provided by Highways
England.
• A49 Winwick Road / A574 Cromwell Avenue / Sandy Lane West – this junction is very
sensitive to traffic growth, runs very tight, fixed-time signal plans, and is particularly
physically constrained. There is the potential that more responsive, demand-dependent
signal control would help balance the delay-demand. If there is scope for additional
highway space (there is currently very little internal storage, and the entry arm from Sandy
Lane West is particularly constrained) then this would also warrant further investigation.
• A49 Winwick Road / Hawleys Lane / A50 Long Lane – this junction is modelled as per the
original model signal controller. This is very limited in its ability to be anything like as
responsive as the on-street controller (which is MOVA controlled). A better understanding
of the potential benefits could be achieved with more detailed modelling of the signals
within the VISSIM model.
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